
Yeu & Mo



“Yeu & Mo” is a video work shot in a specific situation.
The set for this video work is installed symmetric. Some vertical 
mirrors are placed in the center of the room, and a video camera 
faces to the reflection of those mirrors.

Then, the reflected objects on the mirrors and the objects behind 
the mirrors are optically merged in the camera view.
This description takes an example of the situation when two 
people stand at before and behind of the mirrors.

In the case of the person at backside of the mirrors, some parts of 
the body get behind. On the other hand, body parts of the person 
in front of the mirrors are reflected on the mirrors. When it happens 
at the same time, bodies of those people are combined together in 
the camera view. Those bodies are directed to form one figure 
carefully in the image.

Observer’ s eye is another point to discuss. When the camera 
looks at the mirror, a video camera is there in the mirror even the 
viewers are not reflected. Seeing the images from the camera, 
which is facing to the mirror, would refer to the mechanism of 
seeing. 



Yeu & Mo
strip
Duration: 1’ 16

Yeu & Mo
glass
Duration: 0’ 38

Yeu & Mo
family
Duration: 1’ 09

Yeu & Mo
here there
Duration: 0’ 57

In ‘strip’ , ‘glass’ , ‘here there’ and ‘family’ , the video camera swings like a pendulum. 
Then, the matters at backside of the mirrors and the matters in front of the mirrors 
flutter.
These four pieces combine different connotations in the image of objects such as a 
person in nudity and clothes on, an empty glass and a glass full of juice, two words 
which means this and that and different members of a family.
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This shooting set with a symmetric room with mirrors could be 
shown as an installation. However in case of installation, some 
viewers might just reflect themselves and not find the interesting 
point. Therefore, it is developed as a longer video work to fix the 
viewpoint and the collaborated with some professional performers. 
The performers in the video take role as the agents to explore the 
structure behind the image by choreography which fits to the logic 
in this shooting space. 

16 mirrors of 30 centimeters square could be handled like blocks.
The performer piled them up at the center of the symmetrical room 
and dismantled them according to the choreography.

Yeu & Mo
Arrangement of Boxes
video / 2007

Duration: 8’ 40

color, stereo sound

performance：Kazue Ikeda and Michiko Abe



There are four thin mirrors at the center of the symmetrical room. 
The mirrors are fixed and don’ t reflect the video camera.

Yeu & Mo
Arrangement of Lines
video / 2008

Duration: 4’ 46

color, stereo sound

performance：Miwako Takano(dancer, organizer of a dance group 『time and 

locus』）,Atsunori Kawamura and Hinako Matsumoto



Three thin mirrors are vertically standing at the center of the 
symmetrical room. These mirrors are moved horizontally by the 
performer and the video camera also moves.

Yeu & Mo
Arrangement of Lines #2
video / 2009

Duration: 4’ 56

color, stereo sound

performance：Aya Irizuki



Yeu & Mo: etude #3
video / 2009

Duration: 8’ 55

color, stereo sound

performance: Hanano Teshirogia and Shotaro Teshirogi

Two mirrors are set at the center of the symmetrical room. The 
relationship between two parts of the bodies changes with 
happenings.

Yeu & Mo: etude #2
video / 2009

Duration: 4’ 11

color, stereo sound

performance：Miwako Takano（dancer, organizer of a dance group 『time and locus』） 
and Tamami Yamada
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